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Do you qualify for the Exhibition Circulation Fund through the Department of Canadian Heritage?  
Search online for “Museum Assistance Program”.

Money in 10 Questions: Kids Edition
Space required: 1,000–1,250 ft² (93–116 m²)

The Bank of Canada Museum asked 
Canadian kids what they wanted to 
know about money. A whole lot, as it 
turned out. More than 800 thoughtful, 
complex and just plain fun questions 
flooded in from across the country.  
This exhibition answers 10 of these 
questions using a series of play-based 
activity stations. The answers provide 
a foundation for what kids need to 
know to help them manage their 
financial futures.

Try and save a million dollars. Balance 
a budget with a scale and weights. Be 
inspired by a kid entrepreneur to make 
money. Decide if bones can be money 
and explore forms of currency that are 
nearly as strange. You can even touch 
them—one is furry!

This exhibition provides a space for 
parents and children to play and 
learn, sparking conversations and 
inspiration.

Target audience
• Children ages 9 to 12
• Intergenerational family groups 
• School groups

Languages
• All elements are bilingual  

(English and French)

Support material
• Training manual for guides
• Replicas and interpretive objects for 

programming
• Educational resources
• Promotional resources 
• Condition report 
• Installation and packing guides

Space requirements
• 1,000–1,250 ft² (93–116 m²)
• 8 free-standing modules
• Multiple configurations possible

Shipping & installation
• 13 crates on wheels / 2,317 lb (1,050 kg)
• Crates are collapsible and can be stacked 

into four piles
• Set-up: 1 day / 3 people

Insurance
• Borrower must provide an insurance 

certificate

Fees
• $5,000 per 12-week period + shipping + 

applicable taxes
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